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�ƷƛĐşňğŪƯ͓ñƘƷĎşňĐĎğŪğȌƯĐŵŨƘñŪǖ͓ňƣ
developing the next generation of oral 
treatment that blocks the most lethal 
component of venom, which is present 
in 95% of the world’s venomous snakes. 
This treatment can be administered 
immediately, anywhere, to effectively 
stop the venom’s devastating assault. 
The company plans to launch the 
product in African countries on a 
ŪŵŪͨƘƛŵȌƯñŪėŪŵͨşŵƣƣĎñƣňƣ͒

The problem
Around the world, many populations 
şňǏğňŪĐşŵƣğƘƛŵǕňŨňƯǖƯŵǏğŪŵŨŵƷƣ
snake species. Snakebites kill more than 
͓̑̒̐̐̐̐ƘğŵƘşğğñĐłǖğñƛñŪėşğñǏğ
another 400,000 with life-changing 
ėňƣñĎňşňƯňğƣ͒sŵƣƯǏňĐƯňŨƣñƛğĐłňşėƛğŪ
and young adults who experience 
ƣňĺŪňȌĐñŪƯğĐŵŪŵŨňĐňŨƘñĐƯƛğƣƷşƯňŪĺ
from their disability. While there 
ñƛğŵǏğƛ̖͓̐̐̐ƣƘğĐňğƣŵĹǏğŪŵŨŵƷƣ
ƣŪñśğƣĺşŵĎñşşǖ͓ƯłğƛğñƛğñƘƘƛŵǏğė
ñŪƯňǏğŪŵŨƘƛŵėƷĐƯƣñǏñňşñĎşğĹŵƛŵŪşǖ
̐̕λŵĹƯłğŨ͒�ŪƯňǏğŪŵŨ͓ñ̙̑Ưłͨ
century technology, is currently the 
only medicine for treating snakebites. 
PŵǐğǏğƛ͓ňƯňƣñĐŵƣƯşǖƣŵşƷƯňŵŪėƷğƯŵ
the unpredictability of the market. There 
are no common production, safety, or 
ğĹȌĐñĐǖƣƯñŪėñƛėƣňŪƯłğƘƛŵėƷĐƯňŵŪŵĹ
ñŪƯňǏğŪŵŨ͓ǐłňĐłŨğñŪƣƯłğƛğňƣñłňĺł
ƛňƣśŵĹñŪƯňǏğŪŵŨĎğňŪĺĐŵŪƯñŨňŪñƯğė
ñŪėĐñƷƣňŪĺñėǏğƛƣğƛğñĐƯňŵŪƣ͒�Ư
ƘƛğƣğŪƯ͓ǏňĐƯňŨƣŵĹƣŪñśğĎňƯğŨƷƣƯĎğ
treated in a hospital, where emergency 
ĐñƛğňƣƘƛŵǏňėğė͓ŵĹƯğŪĹñƛĹƛŵŨƯłğƛƷƛñş
ƣğƯƯňŪĺƣǐłğƛğƯłğǖłñǏğĎğğŪĎňƯƯğŪ͒
This delay in getting the patient to a 
hospital means that treatment is often 
ĺňǏğŪƯŵŵşñƯğƯŵƣñǏğşňǏğƣñŪėşňŨĎƣ͒

The solution
Our client commissioned us to undertake 
a landscape assessment in Kenya and 
uňĺğƛňñ͓ƯǐŵłňĺłͨƣŪñśğĎňƯğͨĎƷƛėğŪ
countries in Africa. The assessment 
was administered to gain a deeper 
understanding of the current treatment 
gaps and potential introduction 
hurdles for the new formulation.

ÚğƘğƛĹŵƛŨğėñǏŵňĐğͨŵĹͨƯłğͨĐƷƣƯŵŨğƛ
analysis to summarize customer 
ğǕƘğĐƯñƯňŵŪƣ͓ƘƛğĹğƛğŪĐğƣ͓ñŪėñǏğƛƣňŵŪƣ
ƯŵƯłğƘƛŵėƷĐƯƣƘğĐňȌĐñƯňŵŪƣ͒»łňƣ
ƘƛŵǏňėğėňŪƣňĺłƯƣňŪƯŵƯłğñǏñňşñĎňşňƯǖñŪė
ñĹĹŵƛėñĎňşňƯǖŵĹñŪƯňǏğŪŵŨƘƛŵėƷĐƯƣŵŪ
ƯłğŨñƛśğƯ͓ƯłğƘğƛĐğňǏğėñėǏñŪƯñĺğƣ
ñŪėėňƣñėǏñŪƯñĺğƣŵĹƯłğĐşňğŪƯ͵ƣ
product, and regulatory and policy 
considerations. We also analyzed the 
ėňĹĹğƛğŪƯȌŪñŪĐňŪĺŵƘƯňŵŪƣƯłñƯĐŵƷşė
catalyze faster uptake of the product 
and the different buyer archetypes 
ñĐƛŵƣƣƯłğėğşňǏğƛǖǏñşƷğĐłñňŪ͒

The outcome
The insights gathered from the analysis 
ƣğƛǏğėƯŵǏñşňėñƯğŨñƛśğƯşñƷŪĐłƘşñŪƣ
and reduce risks associated with an 
untested market. Our operational plan 
ƘƛŵǏňėğėĐƛňƯňĐñşñĐƯňŵŪƣĹŵƛƯłğĐşňğŪƯƯŵ
ƷŪėğƛƯñśğƘƛňŵƛƯŵşñƷŪĐłñŪėňėğŪƯňȌğė
ƛğşğǏñŪƯƣƯñśğłŵşėğƛƣƯŵĎğĐŵŪƣƷşƯğėĹŵƛ
the product to be adopted at scale. The 
introduction of this treatment formulation 
will represent a sizeable increase in 
the proportion of snakebite patients 
ǐłŵñƛğñĎşğƯŵƛğĐğňǏğƯňŨğşǖ͓ğĹĹğĐƯňǏğ
ƯƛğñƯŨğŪƯñŪėƛğĐŵǏğƛĹƛŵŨƣŪñśğĎňƯğ͒

About us
sñƛśğƯ�ĐĐğƣƣ�ĹƛňĐñňƣñŨňƣƣňŵŪͨėƛňǏğŪ
healthcare organization that works with 
ƯłğƘƷĎşňĐ͓ƘƛňǏñƯğ͓ñŪėƯłňƛėƣğĐƯŵƛƣ
ƯŵėğƣňĺŪñŪėėğşňǏğƛƯƛñŪƣĹŵƛŨñƯňŵŪñş
healthcare solutions for Africa.

ÚğğŪǏňƣňŵŪñŪ�ĹƛňĐñǐłğƛğǐŵƛşėͨĐşñƣƣ
healthcare is the standard, and where 
deep-rooted inequities are a thing of 
ƯłğƘñƣƯ͒»ŵƣŵşǏğĐŵŨƘşğǕƘƛŵĎşğŨƣ
ŵŪƯłğĺƛŵƷŪė͓ǐğĐƷƛñƯğñŪėñėǏñŪĐğ
bold ideas that accelerate access to 
ƯłğĎğƣƯňŪŪŵǏñƯňŵŪƣñŪėñƘƘƛŵƘƛňñƯğ
solutions for Africa’s health systems.
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Our landscape assessment helped to increase the 
proportion of patients who can receive timely, effective 
treatment and recover from snakebites in Africa
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